Among possible monitoring techniques, self-mixing interferometry stands out as an appealing option for online ablation depth measurements. The method uses a simple laser diode and interference is detected inside the diode cavity and measured as the optical power fluctuation by the photodiode encased in the laser diode itself. This way, selfmixing interferometry combines the advantages of a high resolution point displacement measurement technique, with high compactness and easiness of operation. For a proper adaptation of self-mixing interferometry use in laser micromachining to monitor ablation depth, certain limitations need to be overcome. The measurement should follow the ablation front that should result in a limited displacement (a few µm) in a limited hole aperture (~25 µm). Moreover, the ablation plasma causes changes in refractive index locally that can cause coherence loss. Additionally, the interferometer wavelength (λ) has to be selected to fulfil the requirements regarding the measurement resolution (λ/2), material removal rate and avoid plasma luminescence. In laser surface texturing of thin ceramic coatings the ablation depth control is critically important. The ablation depth should be limited on the coating to avoid damage by substrate contamination. In this work, self-mixing interferometry was applied in the laser percussion drilling of TiN coatings. The ~4 µm thick TiN coatings were drilled with a 1 ns green fibre laser, while the self-mixing monitoring was applied with a 785 nm laser diode. The limitations regarding the presence of process plasma are discussed. The design criteria for the monitoring device are explained. Finally, the self-mixing measurements were compared to a conventional optical measurement device. The concept was validated as the measurements were statistically the same.
Introduction
Laser texturing or patterning of surfaces generates functional properties, which can be exploited to improve adhesion [1] , optical [2] , wetting [3] and tribological [4] properties. Applied in the form of shallow dimples, laser surface texturing can improve wear and friction properties of the surface significantly [4] . One of the most important design parameters of the surface texture is the depth of the dimple. The control over the dimple depth in laser ablation is a critical point especially, when texturing is applied to thin, ceramic surface coatings. The coating thickness varies in the range of a few µm and the laser machining should not cause damage by machining through and reaching the substrate [5] . The delicacy of the machining conditions can be overcome by careful study of the main laser processing parameters such as pulse energy, repetition rate and number. On the other hand online monitoring capabilities are required to overcome process variations during the machining of large area components.
In literature several monitoring strategies for ablation depth measurement have been proposed, using the acoustic emission of the process [6] and mechanical vibration due to wavefront expansion [7] , whereas optical measurement methods have received more attention due to fast and high precision measurement they provide. The different optical methods used for depth measurement can provide either direct or indirect measurement of the ablation depth. Use of photodiodes [8, 9] and optical emission spectrum [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] are the indirect methods that enable to correlate the signal to the measured depth or change of material layer by observing the presence of a new signal component. Direct measurements can be achieved via high resolution imaging systems that allow visualization of ablation depth in transparent materials [15] . On the other hand, interferometric methods can be implemented to measure the ablation depth, at the end of the process, as well as during the process itself. White light interferometry implemented into the optical chain of the processing laser gives the possibility to acquire high resolution 3D images of the ablation area [16] . Being an offline measurement strategy this method does not give the possibility to compensate the processing deviations. More recently faster techniques based on Fourier domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) [17] [18] [19] and self-mixing interferometry [20] [21] [22] have been proposed as solutions for ablation depth monitoring. Both of the techniques allow high speed measurement by providing data over only a single dimension, which is depth. In Fourier domain OCT interference pattern is measured with a spectrometer to divide the pattern in its spectral components. The Fourier transform of the spectrum yields the position information of all the illuminated area, without a distinction in lateral position. Depth and time resolution of the measurement method has been demonstrated to be 6.2 µm and 100 ns respectively. Differently, self-mixing interferometry is a method based on optical feedback. The self-mixing phenomenon occurring in the laser cavity is exploited to measure displacement. The reflected light from a target surface interferes with the laser light in the cavity, which is measured as the optical power fluctuations. The method allows sub-micrometre measurement as the resolution is intrinsically half of the measurement laser wavelength (λ/2). The technique has been employed in laser microdrilling using a ps pulsed source as the processing beam. However, coherent detection of this kind is prone disturbances, which are expected to occur passing through turbid media [23] . In laser micro machining, the ablation plasma constitutes the turbid media and is characterized by high pressure, temperature, and refraction index variations. These problems have not been yet addressed in the literature.
In this work, an ablation depth monitoring system based on self-mixing interferometry is developed. The system is aimed to measure the microdrilling depth on a ceramic TiN coating with 4 µm thickness. The system design is explained first and then limitations regarding the measurement feasibility are tackled. After the determination of the measurement feasibility the measurement performance was validated by confronting the measurement results with an industrial surface measurement system.
Self-mixing interferometry system
Self-mixing interferometry uses principal of interference occurring in the laser cavity (see Figure 1 ). Conventionally, laser diodes (LD) equipped with a photodiode (PD) for output power monitoring are employed to construct self-mixing interferometers. Therefore compared to the conventional Michelson interferometer, which uses a reference arm and a measurement arm, the system is less complicated. Figure 1 , in a self-mixing interferometry configuration the power back reflected from a remote target enters the cavity after being attenuated in the external cavity. The reflected laser field possesses phase component that depends on the distance of the reflecting body at a given time instance, expressed as [24] :
with k = 2π/λ (2) and s(t) is the distance of the remote target at a given time instance. The back reflected field Er, adds to the lasing field E0. Therefore the lasing field amplitude and frequency are modulated by the phase φr. This interferometric phase (φi) can be retrieved from the change of the optical power measured by the photodiode attached to the back of the laser diode, and a measurement of the target displacement can be made. Essentially at each displacement of half laser wavelength (λ/2) a fringe forms resulting in a saw-tooth like signal overall. By fringe counting the total displacement is calculated.
On the other hand, the periodic function of the interferometric phase depends on the feedback parameter C. Essentially the feedback parameter determines the signal shape and is correlated to the optical attenuation in the external cavity.
For interferometric displacement measurement that are non ambiguous in direction, the feedback parameter is required to be operated at the moderate regime (1<C<4.6). Accordingly, the measurement system is highly sensitive to the amount of back reflected light as lower intensity of back reflected light will cause direction ambiguity, whereas high amount of back reflected light will cause mode-hopping in the laser diode, thus cancelling the measurement capability. In usual practice, the feedback parameter is controlled empirically by adjusting an attenuator to limit the amount of back reflected light entering the cavity. In laser micromachining, the amount of reflected light is highly variable in time due to all the perturbations occurring in the ablation zone. The surface characteristics change and ablation plasma can scatter the incoming interferometer.
The particular system employed in this study consisted of two laser sources: 1-the processing and 2-the measurement laser. The processing beam was a fibre laser with MOPA architecture operating with 532 nm wavelength and 1.2 ns pulse duration (YLPG-5 from IPG Photonics). The laser operated between 20-300 kHz repetition rates with maximum pulse energy of 20 µJ, estimated maximum peak power of 16 kW and maximum average power of 6 W. The two beams were combined and launched onto the workpiece on the same point (see Figure 2 ). With 3.49 mm collimated beam diameter, M 2 =1.1, and 100 mm focal lens, the focused beam diameter was calculated as 21.7 µm. The ablation front displacement was measured by the self-mixing interferometer. The total number of fringes showed the ablation depth. For the present application the system was supposed to have sub-micrometre depth resolution to resolve the drilling depth on 4 µm thick TiN coating. Moreover, the time resolution was required be adequate to capture the fast ablation phenomenon. Accordingly the system design had to fulfil a series of optical, electrical and mechanical requirements.
The scheme of laser self-mixing interferometry system for ablation depth monitoring.
Requirements of the monitoring method and regarding limitations
Optical requirements: The selection of the wavelength of the interferometer determines the intrinsic resolution of the device as fringes will be completed at each λ/2 displacement. On the other hand, small wavelengths would require faster electronics, thus larger bandwidth to be able to acquire more fringes for the same process duration. It should be noted that signal processing can be applied to improve the time resolution of the measurement to more than λ/2.
The wavelength of the interferometer beam also determines the beam waist diameter. Smaller wavelengths can produce smaller spot diameters, which can potentially improve the spatial resolution of the device. The two beams (processing and measurement) should be matched to obtain same focal position for both the beams, or have overlapping depth of focus regions. This, in fact is a challenging issue as the beams are focused through the same focal lens, which would produce different focal positions for the two different wavelengths due to chromatic aberration. The self-mixing interferometry laser should also possess sufficient depth of focus or namely Rayleigh range. Figure 3 shows an example of emission spectrum during TiN ablation. It can be observed that the ablation emission is concentrated in visible and UV range, while in the IR region the contribution is not present. Furthermore, Ti I and Ti II emission lines are clearly evident. In order to avoid interference with the plasma emission the wavelength band between 300-750 nm requires to be avoided. Electrical requirements: The device should be able to capture the fast ablation phenomenon, occurring in ns-µs scale. This requires fast electronics with high signal to noise ratio, so that fringes can be visible without any aliasing effects. The main parameter determining the speed of signal acquisition is the bandwidth of the electronics used in the selfmixing interferometer. Another contrasting issue with bandwidth is that it is reduced with high signal amplification. Therefore, bandwidth (BW) has to consider as a fundamental design parameter for self-mixing interferometry in ablation depth monitoring. A simple relationship can be derived using the wavelength of the self-mixing interferometer (λint) and average material removal rate (MRR) to calculate the time to observe a single fringe (tfrg) from:
In order to avoid aliasing of the signal the Nyquist criteria has to be fulfilled. Therefore the minimum acquisition frequency (fmin) is:
As a matter of fact for adequate signal representation, the bandwidth of the self-mixing interferometer is required to be sufficiently larger than the minimum acquisition frequency, fmin. Estimation of fmin based on previously observed MRR (2 µm/25 pulses) and using the shortest wavelength usable to avoid interfering with the plasma emission (750 nm) shows that BW>23 kHz.
Mechanical requirements: The mechanical requirements involve the stability of the components used in the setup, the possibility of flexible alignment, and protection from mechanical vibrations from the environment. Due to high sensitivity of the measurement method external vibrations can be also acquired during the measurement.
Implemented system characteristics
The self-mixing interferometry was integrated in house using off-the-shelf components. In particular, the light source used was a GaAlAs laser diode with a multi-quantum well structure (Hitachi HL7851G). The built-in monitor photodiode allowed the measurement of the self-mixing interference. The exiting beam was in elliptical shape that is characteristic for single transverse electronic mode laser diode beams. Single mode laser diodes are considered to have M 2 values between 1.1-1.2, and for calculation purposes the largest value was used [25] . The output power in CW emission was 15 mW. The laser diode was used with a 10 mm collimation lens. The laser diode was integrated into a single stage trans-impedance amplification, utilizing an operational amplifier. The bandwidth of the interferometer was 35 MHz, which is sufficiently enough to acquire the fast ablation phenomenon.
To combine the collimated beam in free space a longpass dichroic mirror with 50% transmission/reflection point at 567 nm was chosen (Thorlabs DMLP567). A bandpass filter at 780 nm central wavelength and ±10 nm FWHM bandwidth was employed after the collimation stage of the interferometer (Thorlabs FBH780-10). This allowed filtering out any other optical component to be measured by the photodiode of the laser diode. A diaphragm was implemented to control the amount of returning light into the laser cavity, which is essential to control the feedback parameter (C). In order to compensate for chromatic aberration an achromatic doublet lens with 100 mm focal distance was chosen that provided a 317 µm focal position difference between the wavelengths of processing and measurement lasers. The self-mixing interferometry signal was captured with a digital oscilloscope digital with 350 MHz maximum bandwidth, 5 GS/s sampling rate and 16•10 6 record length (Tektronix TDS5034B). Table 1 summarizes the general characteristics of the interferometry system, whereas Figure 4 illustrates the implemented system. 
Monitoring of dimple depth in microdrilling of TiN coated 39NiCrMo3 steel
Monitoring system was tested on TiN coating applied on 10 mm thick 39NiCrMo3 steel. This combination represents the coated tool steels, for which LST is applied to reduce friction and wear. The laser percussion drilling was applied with the green pulsed fibre laser. The laser source provided the advantages of using low pulse duration and low wavelength, leading in reduced thermal interaction in ns regime. Pulsed green laser sources have been studied previously in the literature showing improved machining quality and removal rates compared to near IR sources [26] [27] [28] . Compared to the previously employed Nd.YAG and gas laser sources, the present laser source additionally provides high beam quality of a fibre laser (M 2 =1.1), and operation with high pulse repetition rate with low pulse duration with the MOPA architecture. The machined TiN coating absorptivity weakly depends on the wavelength between visible and near IR regions [29] , however the shorter wavelength intrinsically provides smaller focused beam. Thus, high intensity is achievable despite the low pulse energy (F=10.4 J/cm 2 ; I=8.7 GW/cm 2 ). In order to achieve high quality dimples, the use of low energy pulses is advantageous. However, in order to achieve significant dimple depth a train of pulses is required. Accordingly each dimple is realized by percussion drilling. Percussion drilling with multiple pulses is the basis of the point-by-point laser surface texturing (LST) strategy. In this strategy a train of pulses is sent on a stationary point to realize a shallow dimple and moved to the next position. The dimple spacing is maintained with higher precision with such strategy, with the expense of reduced productivity compared to on the fly machining [30] . During the monitoring study single dimples were realized at a time. The study consisted of two phases 1-effect of the side gas and determination of stable measurement signal conditions and 2-evaluation of the measurement performance.
Determination of stable measurement signal conditions
The initial experiments carried out in ambient air revealed signals with moderate amplitude, with well-defined saw tooth shape fringes in both ascending and descending directions (see Figure 5a ). The number of fringes in both directions appeared to be equal, resulting in null displacement. Moreover, the fringes within the laser emission duration showed ascending movement, instead of a descending movement due to the movement of the ablation front. This phenomenon was repeatedly observed with different microdrilling conditions. It was concluded that the observed phenomenon did not belong to the ablation front displacement. However, the signals showed fringe movements start corresponding to the end of the laser emission delay. The example shown in Figure 5a clearly shows the signal displacement start around the end of the laser emission delay (514±13 µs). Moreover, the displacement in the opposite direction occurred after the end of the laser emission, as indicated by the end of the laser gate. These two observations were evidence to the fact that another factor within the ablation region caused interference, which was attributed to the generated ablation plasma.
As a matter of fact, in ambient air, it is plausible that the self-mixing laser beam interacts with the ablation plasma and plume. The ablation plasma causes change in refraction index locally. As a consequence the optical distance changes and the phenomenon is observed as the ascending movement of the fringes. At the end of the laser emission the ablation region clears out to return to ambient conditions. Thus the refraction index returns to the one belonging to the air, which is observed as the descending movement. To overcome the plausible effects of the ablation plume, side gas parallel to the material surface and perpendicular to the measurement and processing beams was used. Because the ambient air is composed majorly of N2 molecules, this gas was chosen to not alter the refraction index significantly, and it was preferred over compressed air due to its inert properties. The outcome was the observation of a signal with low amplitude fringes occurring in the descending direction. The start of fringe occurrence coincided with the end of the emission delay of the processing delay. Figure 5b shows an example signal acquired while N2 side gas at 1 bar was in use. In particular the signal shows 8 fringes in descending direction, showing a displacement of 3.14 µm. The used processing conditions yielded a dimple depth of 3.43 ± 0.5 µm.
The fact that the self-mixing interferometry measurement was in the expected dimple depth range gave way to the further hypothesis on the interaction between the material, processing and measurement beams. It can be expected that the side gas may provide two effects that allow the passage of the measurement beam to observe the dimple bottom, thus the ablation front displacement. a) b) Figure 5 . The effect of side gas on the self-mixing interferometry signal characteristics. Processing laser parameters are E=19.3 µJ, PRR=50 kHz, N=75. a) Processing in ambient atmosphere, b) processing with N2 side gas with 1 bar pressure.
• Extinguishing effect: The side gas can maintain a higher ionization threshold, allowing generation of less amount of plasma and the resulting ablation plume could be expected to be less dense, causing minor changes in the refraction index, therefore the measurement beam reaches the dimple bottom without significant coherence loss. Self-mixing signal Laser gate
• Deviation effect: The side gas may provide mechanical effect of moving the generated ablation plasma away from the dimple opening, allowing the major part of the measurement beam to avoid passing through it. Thus, the change in optical path due to the refraction index change is partially avoided, and the greater part of the measurement beam reaches the bottom of the dimple.
The extinguishing effect would in fact require ambient conditions either free of gas, or inert gases with ionization potentials much higher than the one belonging to air. The ionization potentials of air and N2 are very similar, being 14.9 eV and 15.6 eV respectively, whereas for instance He has an ionization potential of 24.6 eV [31] . Accordingly the deviation effect seems to be the more plausible. Further investigations are carried out on this matter.
Evaluation of the measurement performance with an offline measurement device
The measurement performance of self-mixing interferometry was compared to an industrial surface topography and geometry measurement device, Alicona InfiniteFocus that is based on the focus variation microscopy (FVM). The device is capable of providing depth resolution down to 0.01 µm, and lateral resolution down to 0.44 µm. After the acquisition the dimple depth was determined as the deepest point of the dimple with respect to the surface. An example of dimple depth measurement procedure is explained in Figure 6 .
The self-mixing interferometry measurements required the use of side gas. As a matter of fact the addition of gas has to be treated as an additional factor. Therefore, within the comparative study 3 treatment groups had to be considered. The comparison groups in the end were 1-focus variation microscopy on dimples microdrilled without the side gas, 2-focus variation microscopy on dimples microdrilled with the side gas, and 3-self-mixing interferometry on dimples drilled with the side gas. N2 was used at 1 bar pressure as the side gas. An experimental design was conducted to test the statistical significance of difference of the measurement depth between the different treatment groups.
The dimples were drilled with a single combination of processing laser energy (E) and pulse repetition rate (PRR), whereas the number of pulses (N) was varied to study increasing depth. Because the comparison groups were realized in different time occasions, they were treated as blocks, with the hypothesis that there is no interaction with the other parameter in the experimental plan. Five replications were made for the conditions using focus variation microscopy. For the self-mixing interferometry condition at least 7 replications were made due to higher variability observed in the acquired signals.
Focus variation microscopy acquisitions were made with 50X magnification, and 0.02 µm lateral resolution. Whereas for self-mixing interferometry the depth measurement was based on manual fringe counting after a low-pass digital filtering stage (cut-off frequency 50 kHz, with 3 rd order Butterworth window). Table 2 summarizes the fixed and varied parameters, along with the measured variable belonging to the employed experimental plan. Figure 7 depicts all the measured dimple depths belonging to different conditions. The dispersion of all the data points suggests that all measurement conditions report the same range of depth. This observation was confirmed by the Analysis of Variance (for the summary of results see Table 3 ). The significance of effect of the measurement condition is rejected by a very high p-value (0.978), confirming that there is no statistical difference between self-mixing interferometry and focus variation based microscopy measurements. Additionally, this confirms that there is no significant effect of the side gas on the drilled hole depth. Additionally, the study shows increased material removal rate after the reach of substrate below 4 µm drilling depth (N=125). The capability of ablation depth measurement with self-mixing interferometry is demonstrated in case of changing material layers, which are characterized by different optical properties. Figure 7 . Dimple depth as a function of number of pulses and measurement conditions. The ordinate on the right hand side represents the dimple depth in equivalent fringe count. The statistical study confirms the validity of the self-mixing interferometry measurements. However, it should be noted that the comparison were made on a large quantity of replicates, with a relatively variable process. As a matter of fact, the standard error of the process calculated in the Analysis of Variance was larger than the resolution of the self-mixing interferometer just by a small amount (S=0.585 µm). Moreover, due to restriction, the comparison was based on populations, rather than the same dimples measured by two different devices.
Conclusions
This work reported the development of a self-mixing interferometry system to monitor ablation depth on thin ceramic surface coatings. The online measurement system was implemented by combining the self-mixing interferometry beam with the processing beam and launching them together to the processing zone. The implemented system was characterized by 0.4 µm depth and 29 ns time resolution. The system for measuring the displacement of the ablation front was validated in fast ablation conditions with limited machining depth. The critical point in the measurement remains with the fact that the used coherence detection method is prone to disturbances caused by the turbid media around the ablation zone. The problem has been resolved by the use of a side gas jet, which is expected to divert the ablation plume and allow the measurement beam to pass into the drilled microhole. Another possible explanation to the effect of the side gas is the extinguishing effect, however it is found to be less likely due to the similarity of the used gas type (N2) compared to air in terms of plasma threshold.
Although it has not been the primary concern of the work, it is duly noted that an immediate integration of the monitoring system in an industrial environment does not seem possible. For robust functioning of the system, alignment sensitivity of the two beams has to be also confronted.
If the sensitivity issues can be resolved, the implemented method shows promise as a simple and cost effective method for depth monitoring in laser micromachining applications. Self-calibrating processes or close loop control of laser micromachining by integrating the interferometry signal to the automation system are possibilities that the method can provide.
